
Specializing in creative direction, immersive

experiences and space activation.

shelly ann
consulting



For Businesses
Provide opportunities to test new products

and ideas or simply sell to new customers.

For Creators
Present  work from artists  and creators to inspire

community and support the creative economy.

For Real Estate
Activate vacant , existing or new properties

using immersive experiences sure to wow

potential tenants or clients.

pop ups
showcasing products + spaces + people 

in a unique way.

Pictured: The Lab: An Urban Arts Incubator



Merchandising

Print Services + Branding
Every business needs an effective way to showcase their

brand. SAC can provide everything to get your name out

there! From design to branding to screenprinting or print-

on-demand services, we can take an ordinary logo and

make it POP! Or? We can work with you to create your

branding and merchandise designs  from scratch. 

We have an expert team of entrepreneurs ready to fullfill all

your creative needs. We can provide design, photoshoots,

brand videos, content creation, printing and more. 



Events
There is literally no event we cannot produce -

either with you or on our own. All we need is the  

space and we will bring it to life.

Brokering
If you need help securing members, clients

or tenants SAC can help direct them to you

through our referral service.

Immersive Experiences
The landscape of how customers want to

experience space and products has changed. Let

us help you immerse them rather than just sell.

space

activation
give us any space and we will make it POP!

Pictured: GLO/EVOLV Studios



Video
We also produce brand videos and can work

with you to meet all your video needs. Have a

story you want to tell? Let's go!

Photography
SAC provides the best photographers to

shoot your product. From fashion to home

decor and lifestyle, we can do it all.

Activation
Once the content is created it needs to be

activated. We can take over your social

accounts and create ones that don't exist.

content

creation
we can make the content and place it where it

will be seen.



what we

can do

together.
build a partnership that will serve all your

creative needs.

Option 2
Our  team can lead and execute a full creative

campaign depending on your needs.

Option 1
SAC can consult with you 1:1 to provide

creative direction for  your brand, company or

product.

Option 3
We can customize our services to meet your

specific vision using our creative ecosystem.



Who is Shelly Ann?
An award-winning thought-leader and visionary who

is able to transform people + communities through

innovative platforms and services. It is my job to

disrupt. To call attention to broken systems and

create new ones. I believe in the power of being

different - of being an outsider and idealist who can

change the world. Let me help you to become the

very best version of both yourself and your business.

Community

Builder

 

Coach

 

Badass 

Creative

 



Option 1

Pay by the hour.

Option 2

Pay by the project.

Option 3

Keep SAC on retainer.

Our Menu



I am here to help.
Let's schedule a time to talk. I have so much

more to tell you.

   CEO, Shelly Ann Gracon , MSSA  

      216.374.2367
       
       contact@gloyourcity.com

       shellyanncle.com


